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It was launched in 1923 and, thanks to a long tradition and a
consolidated presence on the market, Vela e Motore has
established itself as one of the most authoritative magazines in the
nautical panorama. Through tests, impressions and previews, Vela
e Motore deals with everything related to boating without
limitations regarding the type of boats: from sailing boats to motor
boats, catamarans and dinghies. Accessories, which represent a
relevant and constantly evolving market (especially when
considering the electronic area), are dealt with technical insights
on use and functions, providing results of comparative tests.
Same goes for used-boat market and boat charter

MISSION
Our goal is to impart emotions to the reader, take you on a boat 
every month and always provide you with objective judgments 
thanks to our reliable tests. The aim is to involve and bring the 
greatest number of sea lovers closer to the discovery of unique 
sensations that only the sea can give.



EDITORIAL CONTENT

EVERY MONTH WE TALK ABOUT YOUR PASSIONS THROUGH:

Exhibitions and events: reports from the main Italian 
and international fairs and events.

Latest news: market surveys and buying guides.

Protagonists: interviews with leading figures in the 
marine industry.

Boats and news: new models and projects.

Practical boating: tips and tricks for maintenance and 
do-it-yourself interventions.

Sport: insights and interviews with athletes and 
organizers straight from regatta fields.

Second-hand sector under the microscope: a guide to 
choose a second-hand boat with precise tests and 
announcements.

Laws and taxes: focus and updates on nautical 
legislation.

Engines and systems: our experts provide insights on 
new technologies, engines and techniques.

Ship chandler: an eye on the world of accessories.
Ports and landings: new facilities, promotions and 
news from the Italian and Mediterranean Navy.

Electronics: devices, technologies and curiosities.

By boat and beyond: an overview of everything that 
revolves around boats.

Vintage hulls: the passion for tradition through 
restorations, new sundries and gatherings. 

Book reviews: books and editorial news about the sea.

Itineraries: our experts' suggestions on where to sail in 
summer and out of season.



TARGET
Vela e Motore readers are attentive, passionate, proactive, cultured and active users of the web.
They appreciate the importance, the reliability and the approach to content. The passion for boating
characterizes people who have high-standard education and income and people who love to
surround themselves with objects and exclusive services designed only for them. As for the
individual and social values, they have an active attitude and ride the wave of success in life and
work. They are strongly sensitive to style that expresses concreteness and personality. Moreover,
they are generally oriented to luxury, but only if it is combined with the concept of beauty.
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THE MAGAZINE
Monthly magazine (10 issues)
Cover price: 7,00€

2.842
* Digital edition

subscribers

14.504
* Single copy circulation

100.450
* Average monthly readers

* Print: updated to Dec 2022

3.528
* Paper edition

subscribers

Vela e Motore is always with you: you 
can read and flip though it directly on 
your tablet or smartphone, with a lot of 
extra content. Our subscription lets you
download issues at the newsstand (and 
back issues) on the app, which is free.

21.874
* Average overall 

monthly circulation



WEB SITE
Online since 2001, www.velaemotore.it brought on the
internet the passion and tradition of a magazine
created in 1923. The website boasts strong up-to-date
content enriched with photos and accurate tests. It has
reached the heart of boat enthusiasts and created a
loyal and steady community.

3.775
DEM users

76.253
*Monthly single users

172.719
* Monthly page view

• Digital: updated to Dec 2022

4.025
Newsletter users



SOCIAL
Social media platforms are used to summon a different audience towards digital properties.
We create and manage specific content production in order to anticipate content that can be analysed in depth 
on other channels

7.200
* Subscribers

19.421
* Clicks

1.518.628
** Reach

* Social Fanbase Dec 2022
** Insights Meta Business Manager Sept 2022 - Nov 2022

37.766
** Interaction

11.498
* Follower

5.882
* Follower

2.309
* Follower



HOTEL
Our digital edition is currently available in more 
than 1,450 4-star and 5-star hotels and international 
lounges. About 200 of them are located in Italy, with 
a potential audience of over 127,000 daily users 1.450

* Facilities 200
* Facilities In Italy

127.000
* Potencial daily sers

* Digital: Source Mediapad 2020



Comedi S.r.l.
Via Polonia, 7

20157 Milano (MI)
Tel: +39 02.871.750.01
email: info@comedi.it

Comedi.it
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